
AVer Launches AmpliWave SA-A5 Streaming
Audio System for Engaged Classrooms

AVer SA-A5 AmpliWave Streaming Audio System

AVer Europe is proud to introduce the

latest innovation in classroom audio

systems, the AVer SAA5 AmpliWave

Streaming Audio System

ROTTERDAM, NETHERLANDS, June 21,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- AVer

Information Europe B.V., an award-

winning provider of education

technology and Pro AV solutions, is

proud to introduce the latest

innovation in classroom audio systems,

the AVer SAA5 AmpliWave Streaming

Audio System. This all-in-one package includes a Streaming Audio Box, a wireless teacher

microphone, and speakers, providing a comprehensive solution to amplify the teacher's voice

and enhance the learning experience. The SA-A5 fosters a classroom environment of active

participation, clear communication, and optimal teacher presentations.

Jose Rincon, Head of Product Management noted: "We're delighted to introduce the AmpliWave

SA-A5, our latest audio innovation designed specifically for education environments. With its

intuitive features and superior sound quality, the SA-A5 enhances the learning experience by

ensuring clear and immersive audio in classrooms, during presentations, and virtual classes. We

believe that this product will revolutionize education by empowering educators to deliver

engaging and impactful lessons."

The SA-A5 AmpliWave System empowers teachers to manage classrooms more effectively

through their natural speaking volume. By allowing instructors to speak in a normal

conversational tone, the system eliminates the need for educators to strain their voices or shout

over noise. This shift in tone creates a calmer and more controlled atmosphere, facilitating easier

instruction comprehension and maintaining student focus.

In the era of remote and hybrid learning, the SA-A5 enables clear communication through its

consistent sound quality, compatibility with online platforms, and an inclusive learning

environment. Bridging the gap between online and offline education, the system ensures a
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seamless and interconnected educational experience, breaking down traditional boundaries and

supporting diverse learning modes.

"The launch of the SA-A5 demonstrates our commitment to providing educators with the tools

they need to create dynamic learning environments. As classrooms continue to evolve, reliable

audio solutions are essential for fostering effective communication and collaboration. With the

SA-A5, we're enabling educators to deliver engaging and immersive learning experiences that

inspire students and drive academic success." - Rene Buhay, SVP Sales & Marketing at AVer

Europe.

This classroom audio system includes:

Streaming Audio Box: Acting as a hub for the audio system, the Streaming Audio Box maximizes

audio quality by seamlessly connecting to PCs and USB devices, revolutionizing audio systems

available in the classroom. The box can control the volume of microphones, speakers, and PCs,

and it also coordinates with announcements to minimize classroom disruptions during

instructional time.

Teacher Microphone: The SA-A5's wireless microphone provides high-quality audio, allowing

teachers to move freely around the classroom, interact with students, and utilize different

teaching spaces without limitations for up to 8-10 hours of talk time. The teacher microphones

also include an SOS button to send safety alerts when necessary.

Crystal-Clear Speakers: The system's speakers play a crucial role in instruction, explanations, and

discussions. These speakers create an inclusive environment that offers all students equal

access to learning. The SA-A5 ensures that every student can fully participate in class discussions

and benefit from clear, resonant audio.

To learn more about the SAA5 Classroom Audio System, please visit:

https://presentation.avereurope.com/model/sa-a5

About AVer Europe

AVer Europe provides intelligent technological solutions to harness the power of visual

communications for business and education. With over 20 years of research, development and

manufacturing excellence AVer holds numerous international design, innovation, application,

and service awards for exceptional product usability, reliability and customer satisfaction.
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